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 Political Developments 

1. 87% of Georgians: Ukraine’s War Ours Too 

A new public opinion survey, conducted by Tbilisi-based Analysis and Consulting 

Team (ACT), shows 88% of Georgian respondents are cheering for Ukraine which 

is fighting Russia’s armed attack since February 24. Only 1% want to see Russia as 

the winner. 

63% of surveyed Georgians are optimistic that Ukraine will prevail. 12% think 

Moscow will get the upper hand. 20% have no answer, while 5% reckon the war 

will have no winner. 

According to the survey, 84% of Georgian respondents say “Russia is the enemy.” 

11% does not agree with the statement. 91% of believe that Russia’s actions in 

Ukraine constitute a war crime. 

As per ACT, Georgians overwhelmingly perceive as painful Russia’s aggression in 

Ukraine. 

96% of respondents reckon that events in Ukraine fully or partially affects Georgia 

too. The study however does not elaborate whether Georgians have political, 

economic, military or other factors in mind when subscribing to the statement. 

87% of Georgians say “Ukraine’s war is our war too,” while 72% believe that “if 

Russia wins in Ukraine, Georgia will be the next in line.” (Civil.ge, March 10, 2022) 

2. Saakashvili Calls Off Second Hunger Strike 

Jailed ex-President of Georgia, Mikheil Saakashvili said today he has heeded the 

calls of Georgian volunteers in Ukraine and Ukrainian commanders to call off his 

nearly 20-day-long second hunger strike. 

“Now we need common sense, health and full mobilization, strength instead of 

weakness,” the ex-President stated in a Facebook post. 

“Now we need not be weakened, but to gather strength, which will soon be very 

useful to us,” the ex-President argued, adding “this applies to me too.” 

“The world is changing in front of our eyes,” Saakashvili said, arguing that “the 

Russian empire is its last gasps” during the war against Ukraine (Civil.ge, March 10, 

2022). 

3. Georgian MP Says Joins Fight in Ukraine 

Georgian lawmaker Alexander (Aleko) Elisashvili, the Citizens party leader, has 

announced about joining Ukraine’s fight against Russian invasion. 

“Now Ukraine [and] Ukrainians, our well-wishers in times of both joy and sorrow, 

face ordeal. Fighting against our common enemy,” Elisashvili said in a brief 

Facebook post on March 13. 

“I couldn’t just observe this fight from afar. That’s why I’m here, in Ukraine. A 

volunteer in a foreign legion of fighters,” he continued. 

“We shall defeat the enemy,” MP Elisashvili wrote (Civil.ge, March 14, 2022). 

4. In Parliament, President Slams Ruling Georgian Dream, Opposition 

In her speech, the President stressed that the GD and opposition parties are 

“sinning against the country.” 

“I do not understand, and I cannot tolerate that at this turning point, instead of 

ending quarreling, bickering, enmity, destructive confrontation, and polarization, 
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you, gathered here, forget what our coat of arms displays: Strength is in Unity,” 

the President addressed the lawmakers and the cabinet in attendance. 

“The public is much more vigilant, conscious, brave, and most importantly, united 

than you are,” she said, “Do you not understand the responsibility you all have 

together before your people?!” 

“The [parliamentary] majority, instead of seeking consensus, portrays anyone who 

disagrees with it as either a traitor or as the party of war,” President Zurabishvili 

referred to Georgian parties’ exchange of pro-Russia accusations. 

“The opposition, instead of seeking consensus, dubs without appeal any statement 

or decision by the government as pro-Russian,” the President added. 

“Both approaches, besides being completely unacceptable and reminiscent of the 

methods of Soviet history, are damaging and somewhat pose a risk for the country 

both domestically and abroad.” 

“The government commits a sin when it cannot dare to express what our past and 

dignity dictate,” she continued, slamming the governing party’s rhetoric about 

Russia. 

She also lambasted the government for “unilaterally signing” the EU membership 

application instead of submitting a document backed by all sides as a “sign of 

complete consolidation of the state and the first step toward a national accord.” 

“The government commits a sin when the party precedes over state institutions in 

making or disclosing decisions,” she asserted. 

She also slammed the GD government over the “incomprehensible” restriction of 

her international working trips amid Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. MORE HERE 

Meanwhile, she lambasted the opposition for attempting to portray Georgia “as 

having preferred fear over dignity, as if we are not worthy of either joining the 

European Union or partnering with NATO and the United States.” 

Even worse, she said, is when the opposition puts claims that “the Government, 

and therefore the country, has altered its pro-Western course.” Such a claim is an 

insult to the country and the people, she said. 

The President further stressed the opposition also “commits a sin when it calls for 

radical measures and thus seeks to make the government shudder… to use the 

current international situation to achieve its own political agenda.” 

But in the end, the President said she agrees with both – “with the government in 

that we need certain caution and with the opposition, in that we can afford certain 

boldness.” 

Calls for Unity, Proposes EU Integration Ministry 

President Zurabishvili called for unity, arguing the EU membership bid and issues 

related to the Russian invasion of Ukraine “force us to act together.” 

She said her recent trip to Brussels convinced her that there is a “real and tangible 

chance to join the EU, a real willingness on the part of our partners.” 

Against this backdrop, she stressed that all sides – the President, Prime Minister, 

Government, Parliament, civil society, ordinary citizens – “must all unite and act 

around one plan and one goal, [to] work on a package of reforms that have to be 

implemented if we are to take the future in Europe seriously.” 

“No divisions and running separately to our partners! It is necessary to prepare 

and submit a unified, agreed plan, which will not be subject to cancellation 

afterward,” President Zurabishvili said, alluding to the GD’s withdrawal from the 

EU-brokered April 19 Agreement (Civil.ge, March 14, 2022).  

5. Georgia’s President Says Gov’t Refused her Visits in Europe 
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Units Sent to Ukraine 

In her parliamentary address, President Salome Zurabishvili has confirmed rumors 

that the government kept restricting her international working visits amid 

unfolding crisis in the region. 

“On February 26, 2022, I was refused in writing to make working visits to Paris, 

Brussels, Berlin and Warsaw,” President Zurabishvili said. 

“I believe such an approach and restrictions is damaging for our country, located 

in such difficult region.” 

The President said she was then forced to resort to personal connections to visit 

leaders in Paris and Brussels. 

“On the contrary, we should all do our best on international level, be fully engaged 

and give no rest to our partners,” the President continued. 

The French-born career diplomat also said: “my 40-years-long experience in 

diplomacy and strategic issues, contacts gained in this process should be fully 

exhausted for the benefit of the country.” 

President Zurabishvili stressed two issues – the application for the EU membership 

and the support for Ukraine — compels the authorities to act in unity (Civil.ge, 

March 14, 2022). 

6. In Quotes: Political Reactions to Zurabishvili’s Parliamentary Address 

Georgian Dream Party reactions: 

MP Irakli Kobakhidze, GD chair: “If what the President said is true [about paying 

visits to Paris and Brussels without agreeing with the government] and most likely, 

she told the truth, then she has violated the constitution. We will find it out.“ 

MP Mamuka Mdinaradze, GD parliamentary faction chair: 

“There were a lot of points we agree with. Calls for unity are very good, but there 

is also a skeptical side to it, as we see people in Georgia who act against their own 

country. So, can we suppose that their TV channels will change their behavior 

following your address and talk differently? […] Do we have, at least, a one percent 

guarantee that this will happen? Unfortunately, we do not. […] It is an unfortunate 

circumstance that we find it difficult to share this very good call for unity.” 

MP Aluda Gudushauri, GD: “We heard a lot of unreasonable criticism from the 

President. For me, this is very regrettable because it seems the President was 

directly or indirectly bullied by the United National Movement. This is a fact. Her 

statements and the veracity of the facts mentioned, should be examined, 

naturally.” 

Opposition reactions 

MP Levan Bezhashvili, the United National Movement: “We listened to an 

important address by the President… This was indeed a fine address… The tasks 

she outlined should be jointly carried out by the government and the opposition… 

We cannot agree with the President in many aspects, especially about the criticism 

of the opposition. Madam President, we all have committed our own sins, but at 

this stage, it is not important to talk about the sin. […] If the country faces the 

threat of destruction, our views no longer matter. […] We need national accord, 

unity in front of challenges faced by our country today.” 

MP Teona Akubardia, Strategy Agmashenebeli: “[This was] yet another 

opportunity for all of us to understand that the country faces insurmountable 

threats. Today, the country’s sovereignty is actually at stake as Russia carries out 

aggression against Ukraine, and our domestic confrontation harms the country’s 

interests.” 
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Giorgi Gakharia, former Prime Minister, For Georgia party chair: “Grateful to 

the President of Georgia [Salome Zurabishvili] for her leadership in this challenging 

times for Georgia [and] its future. Grateful for [her] representing the will of 

Georgian citizens [and] restoring national self-esteem. Once again, its time for 

unity around national interests of [Georgia].” 

Mamuka Khazaradze, Lelo party chair: “The President voiced important 

initiatives, a great part of which is fully harmonized with our positions. We are 

ready to work with the President on implementing these initiatives.” 

Giorgi Gakharia, For Georgia party chair: “Grateful for representing the will of 

Georgian citizens and restoring national self-esteem. Once again, its time for unity 

around national interests of Georgia.” 

Giga Bokeria, European Georgia chair: “We listened to President Zurabishvili 

who talked as if she is from a different planet, is above all and is not part of local 

political processes. […] This person, who today condemns polarization and blames 

everyone except for herself, was the person who blamed her own country for 

beginning the [August 2008] war, carried out anti-NATO propaganda, co-authored 

the shameful campaign around David Gareji [monastery complex], was elected as 

the President of Georgia through bloody banners and vote buying. This is that 

person, but she does not say anything about her crimes or mistakes.” (Various 

Sources, March 14, 2022) 

7. US and EU Ambassadors praise President Zourabichvili’s speech 

EU Ambassador Hartzell 

“I am very much looking forward to seeing what the reactions of the future 

discussions on the basis of this speech will be,” EU Ambassador told media outlets. 

US Ambassador Degnan 

“The President had a very clear, strong message today. I thought her speech was 

really excellent in emphasizing the importance right now of unity—unity 

throughout the Georgian government, unity with the opposition and the ruling 

party, unity with the people of Georgia who have been so warm and generous in 

their support for the Ukrainian people, because Georgia has experienced this same 

tragedy of war not very long ago and the scars and the wounds are still very fresh 

for Georgians. I think we see this outpouring of support by the Georgian people, 

and the president’s speech was very much a reflection of that desire to bring help 

to the Ukrainian people right now, but also to bring stability to this whole region 

and to bring unity to this country through cooperation, through compromise, 

through dialogue and through finally listening to each other and working in the 

best interests of Georgia. So her emphasis was on unity and I think she was exactly 

right,” US Ambassador remarked (1TV, March 14, 2022). 

8. Georgian Gov’t to Sue President in Constitutional Court 

The ruling Georgian Dream party announced today that the Government will sue 

Salome Zurabishvili in the Constitutional Court over competencies, arguing the 

President violated the supreme law on several occasions, including by recent 

unauthorized visits Paris and Brussels. 

In the lengthy statement, the Georgian Dream claimed that the President has 

overstepped her competencies and pursued foreign policy by side-stepping the 

Georgian Government. 

The ruling party claimed President Zurabishvili made the visits “without any prior 

consultations with the Government and informed it only after the trips, which 

confirms the President violated the Constitution with premeditated intent.” 
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The governing party said that “in gross violation of the Georgian Consitution,” the 

President over the past year on multiple occasions refused to appoint an 

ambassador or diplomatic representative nominated by the government. 

The critical statement comes a day after President Zurabishvili, in her annual 

parliamentary address, criticized the Government over blocking her visits to 

western capitals amid Russia’s aggression against Ukraine (Civil.ge, March 15, 

2022). 

9. Garibashvili Talks Refusal of President’s Europe Visits 

Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili claimed today the Government had 

refused President Salome Zurabishvili to make official visits to Europe because 

amid Russia’s war against Ukraine, “the President, the Commander-in-Chief, 

should have been and should be in the country.” 

“This was our main argument and motivation for the refusal,” the PM told 

reporters, stressing that this opinion was shared by “every member of the 

Government.” 

He also argued that the Georgian Constitution obliges the President to receive 

consent for any official visits from the Government, which implements the 

country’s foreign policy. 

“I should reiterate that, as it seems unfortunately the Georgian President has been 

misled,” the Prime Minister also said, without elaborating further. 

“I would like to assume that she fell into this uncertainty,” he added. “I hope that 

very soon everything will be cleared up and there will no longer be these 

questions.” 

PM Garibashvili made the remarks after the ruling Georgian Dream party 

announced earlier today that the Government would sue the President in the 

Constitutional Court over competencies (Civil.ge, March 15, 2022). 

10. Parliament Procedural Issues Committee Chair: no question of 

President impeachment 

The question of impeachment of the President of Georgia is not in order, Irakli 

Kadagishvili, the Chairman of the Rules and Procedural Issues Committee of the 

Parliament of Georgia, said on Tuesday in response to a controversy around 

Salome Zourabichvili’s recent visits to Europe. 

“The [Parliament address] of the President [on Monday] showed that she had 

exercised powers above those defined under the Constitution, and addressing the 

Constitutional Court serves to regulate this situation,” the MP of the ruling 

Georgian Dream (GD) party noted. 

Kadagishvili also explained Georgia lived in a “new constitutional environment” 

where the functions of the President were “absolutely different” than before. 

The comments follow the ruling Georgian Dream (GD) party announcing on 

Tuesday it would ask the country’s Constitutional Court to confirm whether 

Zourabichvili violated the Constitution in her international visits since the start of 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine last month (Agenda.ge, March 15, 2022). 

11. In Quotes: Opposition Slams GD over Decision to Sue President 

MP Tina Bokuchava, United National Movement: “The Constitution of Georgia 

tasks the President to represent Georgia on the international arena. This is her 

constitutional right. Thus, to block her visits, resulting in her having to cancel the 

[official] trips and resorting to personal connections to plan personal visits, is an 

unlawful and unconstitutional interference with the President’s activities.” 
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MP Salome Samadashvili of Lelo, addressing GD lawmakers: “You told the 

public and the international community that you are beginning to […] oppress the 

Georgian President because she voiced support for President [Volodymyr] 

Zelenskyy alongside the Georgian people, here on the square in front of the 

Parliament; because she met President [Emmanuel] Macron and President 

[Charles] Michel; because she talked about the security guarantees our country 

and the future of EU membership; because she dared to express support to 

Ukraine, a stance that does not comply with the position of the Georgian Dream, 

but is in complete sync with the stance of the civilized world and the West.” 

MP Mikheil Daushvili, For Georgia: “From what I heard yesterday from the 

President, she was acting in line with the interests of the country, of European 

integration… The Georgian Dream goes against its own citizens when it addresses 

the Constitutional Court or another body over the President’s statements.”  

MP Teona Akubardia, Strategy Agmashenebeli: “Today, the decision by the 

[parliamentary] majority once again confirmed that the Government considers any 

differing or critical opinion to be hostile… This happens when our country faces 

the threat of losing its sovereignty from Russia, and this happens when we all 

together should not only be visiting our partner countries, but should be working 

toward protection our sovereignty, our country and our European choice.” 

MP Vakhtang Megrelishvili, New Political Center – Girchi: “Yesterday, the 

President was in this hall and her key message was that [mutual] confrontation is 

the main danger that threatens us, which bars us from discussing the key issues… 

How could we discuss a dialogue between the governing party and the opposition 

when the Georgian Dream plans to sue the President it supported [and] elected in 

the Constitutional Court?!” (Civil.ge, March 16, 2022) 

 Economy and Social Affairs 

12. 2021 FDI in Georgia at USD 1.15 Bln, Doubles from 2020 

Foreign direct investments (FDI) in Georgia stood at USD 1.15 billion in 2021, 

doubling from the previous year, according to the preliminary data released by the 

National Statistics Office of Georgia (Geostat) on March 11. 

The key driver of growth were increases in all three components of FDI – equity 

capital, reinvested earnings and debt instruments, according to Geostat. 

In 2021, the largest amount of FDI came from the United Kingdom — USD 596.6 

million, followed by the Netherlands — USD 125.9 million and the Czech Republic 

— USD 81.8 million (Civil.ge, March 11, 2022). 

13. PM discusses Pension Fund legislative initiatives with Investment 

Board members 

The role of the Pension Fund in the development of the economy, importance of 

long-term investment sources and legislative initiatives for the Fund were in the 

focus of a meeting between Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili and 

members of the Pension Fund Investment Board on Tuesday.  

The significance of “active work” between the country’s Government and members 

of the Board was also noted during the meeting, the Government Administration 

said.  

The Pension Fund’s significance for the long-term investment capital of the 

national currency, for the implementation of long-term investment projects in the 

country, was also noted, along with the development of the capital market, and 

balancing the market interest rate on loans (Civil.ge, March 15, 2022). 

 Occupied Territories 
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14. Luhansk Recognizes Abkhazia 

Russian-backed authorities occupied Luhansk recognized today Abkhazia’s 

independence from Georgia. 

Later in the day, Sokhumi and Luhansk also established diplomatic relations. On 

March 9, Sokhumi also set up diplomatic ties with Ukraine’s another Kremlin-

backed region of Donetsk. 

In nearly identical press releases announcing the diplomatic deals, the Abkhaz 

“foreign ministry” reiterated that Sokhumi, alongside Luhansk and Donetsk, 

supported Russia’s war on “demilitarization and denazification” of Ukraine 

(Civil.ge, March 10, 2022). 

15. Moscow Says Abkhazia, S. Ossetia Shall be Less Dependent on Russia 

Russian Deputy Economy Minister Dmitry Volvach, who met Abkhaz leadership in 

Sokhumi on March 9,  told TASS that Russia wants Abkhazia and Tskhinvali 

Region/South Ossetia to be less dependent on Moscow’s finances. 

In the interview with TASS, Russian-owned news agency, the Russian government 

official said the goal is to reduce the dependence of Sokhumi and Tskhinvali on 

Russian aid within the next three years. 

“For example, the share of Russia’s co-financing in terms of wage increases for 

public sector employees in the republics will gradually decrease – from 85% in 

2022 to 15% by 2025,” Volvach noted (Civil.ge, March 10, 2022). 

16. Russian Deputy Economy Minister Visits Abkhazia 

On March 9, Russian Deputy Economy Minister Dmitry Volvach met with Kremlin-

backed Abkhaz leader Aslan Bzhania in Sokhumi.  

At the meeting, Deputy Minister Volvach pledged to continue Russia’s social and 

economic cooperation with the region, according to Bzhania’s press service. 

“Under these conditions, the connection between our states acquires additional 

meaning and value,” Volvach said, alluding to Russia’s aggression in Ukraine and 

Western sanctions imposed on Russia. 

The Russian official expressed gratitudes to Bzhania for Abkhaz efforts, including 

for establishing “diplomatic relations” with occupied Donetsk on March 9 (Civil.ge, 

March 10, 2022). 

17. 2008 War: ICC Files Arrest Warrant for S. Ossetian Officials 

The prosecutor of The Hague-based International Criminal Court (ICC), Karim Khan 

today filed an application for warrants of arrest of three South Ossetian officials 

with reasonable grounds to believe that they bear criminal responsibility for the 

war crimes committed in and around S. Ossetia, during August 8-27, 2008. 

These officials are Lt.-Gen. Mikhail Mindzaev, de facto interior minister in 2005-

2008; Hamlet Guchmazov, Head of the Preliminary Detention facility of the de 

facto interior ministry at the time of events; and David Sanakoev, de facto 

presidential representative for human rights in S. Ossetia (Civil.ge, March 10, 2022). 

18. Georgia Welcomes Arrest Warrant of S. Ossetians Filed in ICC 

The Justice Ministry hailed today the decision by the prosecutor of the 

International Criminal Court to apply for arrest warrants of three de facto South 

Ossetian ex-officials over alleged 2008 war crimes as “one more victory for 

Georgia.” 

“This decision proves once again the gross violations committed against the 

population of Georgia during the August War are attributable to specific 

representatives of the Russian Federation and the separatist regimes,” the Justice 

Ministry said (Civil.ge, March 11, 2022). 
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19. S. Ossetian KGB Claims Ukraine, U.S. Ponder Using Nukes 

Russian-controlled KGB of Tskhinvali/South Ossetia claimed yesterday that the U.S. 

and Ukraine ponder using a low-yield nuclear warhead in Ukraine, and 

subsequently blaming Moscow over the incident. 

Occupied S. Ossetia’s security committee further claimed the U.S. special services 

already delivered the relevant armaments to western Ukraine “under the guise of 

supplying conventional weapons.” 

The Tskhinvali KGB claimed it intercepted the information while monitoring the 

participation of volunteers from Georgia, U.S., the UK and other NATO member 

states in the war in Ukraine (Civil.ge, March 11, 2022). 

20. In Abkhazia, Russia’s Attack on Ukraine Gets Lukewarm Support 

Some 2,600 people, largely coming from military, security, and law-enforcement 

ranks, packed this afternoon the west-stand of Dinamo Stadium in Abkhazia’s main 

town Sokhumi, to support Russia’s war in Ukraine. 

The rally, pushed by the authorities of Sokhumi city, came after Abkhaz public 

offered a seemingly lukewarm support to Moscow, the occupied region’s chief 

benefactor. 

“I, as the head of state, all the leadership of the Republic of Abkhazia and our 

multi-ethnic people fully support Russian President Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin,” 

Kremlin-backed Aslan Bzhania addressed the attendees (Civil.ge, March 11, 2022). 

21. Georgian MFA: holding elections in Abkhazia “futile attempt” to 

legitimise occupation 

Holding the so-called parliamentary elections in Georgia’s Russian-occupied 

Abkhazia region is a “futile attempt” to legitimise the illegal occupation of the 

Georgian territories, the Georgian Foreign Ministry said on Saturday. 

Holding the so-called elections in Abkhazia violates the norms and principles of 

international law, the Ministry said, asserting the occupied Abkhazia and Tskhinvali 

(South Ossetia) were “indivisible” regions of Georgia (Agenda.ge, March 12, 2022). 

22. U.S. Embassy Statement on de facto “elections” in Georgia’s Abkhazia 

Region 

“The United States does not recognize the legitimacy of the so-called 

parliamentary elections held in Georgia’s Abkhazia region on March 12 and will 

not acknowledge their outcome. Our position on Abkhazia and South Ossetia 

remains clear: these regions are integral parts of Georgia. Accordingly, we reiterate 

our strong support for Georgia’s sovereignty and territorial integrity within its 

internationally recognized borders. 

Especially given Russia’s unprovoked, unjustified, and brutal war of choice in 

Ukraine, it is more important than ever to stand up for these fundamental 

principles,” – reads the statement (ge.usembassy.gov, March 12, 2022). 

23. Ukraine Says Russia Brings Abkhaz, S. Ossetian Mercenaries 

The General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine has said Russia is bringing 

mercenaries from Abkhazia and Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia. 

It cited yesterday Russia’s “heavy combat losses of personnel and problems with 

the recruitment of reserve units” behind the decision of the command of Russian 

armed forces. 

The Ukrainian General Staff further asserted Moscow is bringing ”conscripts” from 

occupied Donetsk and Luhansk territories and prisoners from Russia to join the 

invasion (Civil.ge, March 13, 2022). 
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24. Sokhumi Rules Void Sale of Historic HPP Owned by Opposition 

Leader 

Abkhaz “supreme court” has ruled to void privatization of historic Besleti hydro-

powerplant, owned by opposition leader and newly elected lawmaker Kan 

Kvarchia. The decision can be appealed with the cassation board for administrative 

cases. 

The court on March 11 sided with the prosecution that had argued that normative 

acts issued by the previous administration in spring 2020 on allowing the 

privatization of first-ever HPP in Abkhazia, contravened Abkhaz laws on cultural 

heritage and electric energy. 

The court revoked two decrees issued by ‘the cabinet of ministers’ in March and 

April 2020 on the Beslet HPP and on allowing it to be listed among objects subject 

to privatization. A legislative assembly’s normative act that approved the list in 

June 2020 was also declared void. 

Notably, the prosecution in its December statement maintained the state-owned 

site, built in 1908, was sold without the consent of the Abkhaz legislature, in 

defiance with the legal requirements. The court, however, listed as void the 

legislative approval, which the prosecution claimed did not exist (Civil.ge, March 

15, 2022). 

25. Georgian MFA: any agreement between occupying country and its 

proxy regimes has no legal force and is “void” 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Georgia said on Tuesday any agreement between 

Russia and the de facto “proxy regimes” of Georgia’s Russian-occupied regions 

were “void” and had “no legal force”, after the Russian President asked the 

country’s Parliament to ratify an agreement on “dual citizenship” with the Russian-

occupied Tskhinvali region. 

Mari Narchemashvili, the Spokesperson for the Georgian Ministry, said any such 

agreement would be devoid of legal force under the international law. 

Narchemashvili said Russia, in “gross violation of the principles of international 

law”, had used forced “passportisation” of the population living in the occupied 

regions of Georgia since the early 2000s as an illegitimate step against Georgia 

and a “hybrid tool” in measures against the country (Civil.ge, March 15, 2022). 

26. Parliament Foreign Affairs Committee Chair: Russia has once again 

proved plans to annex de facto Abkhazia and Tskhinvali 

Russia has once again proved its plans for “factual annexation” of the Abkhazia 

and Tskhinvali regions of Georgia, Nikoloz Samkharadze, the Chair of the 

Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee, said on Tuesday. 

Samkharadze’s comments came after President Putin asked the Russian Parliament 

to ratify an agreement on “dual citizenship” with the Russian-occupied Tskhinvali 

region of Georgia. 

The Georgian official underscored Russia’s move was aimed at violating the 

territorial integrity of the country and ensuring a “factual annexation” of the central 

Georgian region (Civil.ge, March 15, 2022). 

Security & Foreign Policy 
27. Georgian FM Denounces Russian Bombing of Mariupol Hospital 

“It is nothing short of devastating to hear of the barbaric bombing of maternity 

and children’s hospital in Mariupol,” Georgian top diplomat tweeted. “We stand 

with Ukraine and strongly condemn this cowardly attack on defenseless innocent 

civilians.”  
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“This shameful massacre must end immediately, stop Russian aggression,” he 

added (Civil.ge, March 10, 2022). 

28. Georgian, Czech FMs Hold Phone Talks 

Georgian Deputy Prime Minister, Foreign Minister David Zalkaliani held today a 

phone conversation with Czech Foreign Minister Jan Lipavský. 

Minister Zalkaliani talked about Georgia’s EU membership application and 

stressed that Tbilisi expects support from partners in its bid, the Georgian Foreign 

Ministry said in a press release (Civil.ge, March 10, 2022). 

29. Georgian, Latvian FMs Talk Ukraine War on Phone 

Georgian Foreign Minister David Zalkaliani and Latvian counterpart Edgars 

Rinkēvičs held a phone talk today, discussing Russia’s war against Ukraine and 

Georgia’s EU membership application. 

The Foreign Ministry stated the two top diplomats reaffirmed their support to 

Ukraine and further touched upon the security environment in the region, 

complicated by the war (Civil.ge, March 11, 2022). 

30. Georgian Speaker Refutes Moscow’s Bio-Warfare Allegations 

Georgian Parliament Speaker Shalva Papuashvili today refuted Russia’s bio-

warfare allegations against the Tbilisi-based Lugar Center for Public Health 

Research. 

Speaking with reporters, Speaker Papuashvili said the Center is “transparent and 

there are no question marks in this regard.” He recalled that such an allegation 

from Moscow is not either “the first or new.” (Civil.ge, March 11, 2022) 

31. Department of State on Garibashvili’s ‘Sanctions Ineffective’ Remarks 

Asked to comment on Georgian PM Irakli Garibashvili’s remarks over international 

sanctions against Russia being ineffective amid Ukraine war, U.S. Department of 

State spokesperson Ned Price has said it was hard to argue with the effectiveness 

of these sanctions. 

“You can look at any number of metrics regarding the toll that they have taken on 

the Russian economy,” Ned Price responded to a Georgian journalist during 

regular press briefing on March 10 (Civil.ge, March 11, 2022). 

32. Parliament approves Georgia’s EU integration resolution 

The Georgian Parliament has approved the resolution on the country’s European 

Union integration during the plenary session on Tuesday. A total of 111 MPs voted 

in favour of the resolution, with no votes against. 

The document, initiated by the ruling Georgian Dream party, contains 13 points 

and calls on the EU member states and institutions, as well as the Georgian 

Government, to take all necessary steps to accelerate Georgia's accession to the 

Union. 

The European Council invited the European Commission, the executive branch of 

the European Union, to submit its opinions on the EU membership applications of 

Georgia and Moldova on March 11. 

Georgia officially applied for EU membership on March 3, with Prime Minister Irakli 

Garibashvili signing the country’s membership application (Civil.ge, March 15, 

2022)). 

33. Georgia Participates in NATO Defense Ministerial 

Georgian Defense Minister Juansher Burchuladze participated today alongside 

Ukrainian, Swedish and Finnish colleagues in the extraordinary NATO Ministerial 

in Brussels, held amid Russia’s ongoing invasion of Ukraine. 
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“The issue of Georgia has never been so topical in NATO before,” Minister 

Burchuladze said after the session. “Each Minister clearly took note of Georgia’s 

challenges alongside Ukraine.” 

The Georgian Defense Minister stressed that his colleagues from NATO member 

states spoke about supporting Georgia to achieve its Euro-Atlantic aspirations, 

“which is a choice of the people.” (Civil.ge, March 16, 2022) 

34. NATO Sec-Gen calls on allies to “step up” in providing support for 

Georgia 

Stoltenberg said the ongoing war in Ukraine also put the nearby non-NATO 

member states, including Georgia, at risk. 

“One of the lessons we have to learn from what is going on in Ukraine today is 

that we need to support these countries which are at risk now. It's better to support 

and help them now than after a military intervention,” he told the press (Agenda.ge, 

March 16, 2022). 

35. Russia’s Tskhinvali Base Units Sent to Ukraine 

Reports emerged today that units of Russia’s 4th military base in occupied 

Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia, including local contractors, have departed to join 

the war against Ukraine. 

Footage published by Telegram channel Vladikavkaz News showed some thirteen 

tanks and seven armored personnel carriers, supposedly filmed near the town of 

Alagir in Russia’s North Ossetia. 

According to the channel, the convoy had arrived from the Tskhinvali Region. 

Some of the units can be seen flying Ossetian tricolor banners. 

Earlier footage, also disseminated on Telegram, showed convoy of at least five 

tanks, three armored personnel carriers and one truck transporting through 

Tskhinvali. 

It was not immediately clear whether the footages showed the same convoy, or 

how many troops the units carried. 

Former South Ossetian leader Eduard Kokoity said in Telegram post that “our guys 

are going to Ukraine… they are highly motivated, I have talked to many of them.” 

“They are coming to avenge our brothers. They are relatives and friends of those 

who died in Ukraine.” (Civil.ge, March 16, 2022) 

 


